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FROM: Senior Member of Committee, 
TO: P:resiclent lJavi:il War College. 
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S1JBJ~CT: Cor,oper2tion between Army and Navy. 

EnoJ.o>3ures: Repo:r.t of Committee on above subject. 
liinO~ity report by Lt~Col. J6hn P. Haine, C.A.C. 

11 
" " Major Geo. c. Thorpe, USMC. 

1, There is sub~itted herewith a paper on the above 
subject p:.cE:pared by this Committee in accordance with 
your . order 633-2 of May 21, 1916~ 

2e Colonel H9C~Davis, CaA,Co being unable to Serve, 
his place on the Committee was filled by Lieut, Col. 
John P, Eulns, C.A.C. 

3, · The report of the Committee is signed by three 
members~ Two other members, Lieut.Col. Hains and 
Major Thorpe, agree to all essential points of the re
port except that both favor placing the Coast Artillery 
under the Navy Department. Minari ty reports· by those 
officers are appended to the majority report, 

(SGD.) C. S. WII,L IAMS. 



CO-OPERATION B3TWEEN ARMY AND Ni~ VY. 

Majority Report of a Board appointed 
byRearAdmiralAustinM. Knight, U.S.N., Pres
ident of the Naval War Col'lege to consider the 
subject of Co-operation Between The Army and 
The Navy, and to prepare a paper that shall 
serve as a basis for discussion in a J0int 
Conference of Army and Navy Officers at the 
Naval war College. 
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COOPERATION BETWEEN ARMY AND NAVY. 

1. Its Manifest Necessity. 

No argument is necessary to prove that to deserve success 

in war every element of the national strength should be so co~ 

ordinated as to facilitate cooperation of all its parts to the 

attainment of the end in view. 

We have grown to consider wars as an exceptional manifest

ation of national activity, and in some countries, notably our 

own country, the idea of war is so abhorrent that the tendency 

has been to decline to consider its probability rather than to 

take all needful precautions to prevent its visitation, or to 

lessen its ravages by a due foresightedness in preparation. 

Consequently we fail to find any effort at coordination 

of the national strength, except insofar as the\ uuthori~m.tion 

of an Army and Navy is conc:erned and the appropriation of 

necessary funds from the national treasury to support and 

maintain those two elements of military strength, 

In the Army and Navy is therefore reposed the responsi

bility for the successful protection and furtherance of our 

vital national interests. 

To meet that great responsibility with the hope of success

ful issue there can be no plainer military duty confronting 

both arms of the military service than that of intimate co-

operation in every J.ine of endeavor having as its ultimate 

aim success in war. 

Each service, the Army and the Navy, has its particular 

and peculiar field of activity , differing in the medium in 

which it operates, differing in the character of weapons used, 

niffering in the techni~ue of operations, but inseparably 

round together in the common mission of guarding our national 

life, 
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2~ The Ideal Organization to Secure Cooperation. 

It is an axiom of war that all operations of forces both 

4 c na\al and military should be confined within the frame of a 
v 

joint plan of operations, well conceived and definite in its 

scope~ This of course implies a control higher than that of 

the individual commander of the naval forces and commander of 

the military forces -- a control properly vested in a Great 

General Staff composed of officers of both services and acting 

as the advisors to the highest executive authority of the Nation. 

It is therefore the miszion of a·Great General Staff in 

effect to direct the operations ashore and afloat, Such 

Staff should therefore be properly composed of office~s of 

the Army and Navy. It is of the utmost importance that such 

officers should be able fully to understand each other. This 

requires a comparatively thorough knowledge of the methods of 

warfare of both branches of the Service. The officers for 

this purpose must therefore be most carefully c:hosen. The 

most competent and intelligent naval officer wiJ.1 not properly 

fill his place on such staff unless he is familiar •vith the ... 
t" !,' 

conceptions of warfare on land, nor would the most competent and 

intelligent Army officer prope::cl;y fill his place on such staff 

unless he were familiar v1ith the conceptions of v:arfare on the 

sea, 

3. The Q~estion of_!!~ContEol of Coast Fortifications~ 

In broad general terms the Nuvy 1 s mission lies on the se a , 

and the Army's mission lies on the shore. On that point there 

is no dispute. But there is a zone, which is on the border 

line between the sea and the hinterland on shore, wherein the 

question of control is a matter of dispute, not as between 

Army and Navy, but as between military students of both ser

vices, each having advoeates on either side of the question. 
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- Much has been written on both sides of".the question, 

Shall the Coast Fortifications and the Coast A~t i llery Corps 

be retained under £rmy Control or be transferred to Navy Control? 

The main arguments put forth by the advocates of a. transfer to 

r:avy control, are: -

' 1. That in nearly all other countries the control of 

coast fortifications is in the Navy. 

2. That since all legitimate operations of coast forti

fications will be against forces afloat, the coast 

fortification . might well be considered as an immo

bile battleship and the personnel should be particu

larly schooled in the technique of naval operations. 

There is, hovrnver, much to be said on the other side of 

the question, 

The fact that other countries have found it e:xped i ent to 

place co a st fortifications under Navy control ne ed s to be ex

amined in the light of conditions that affect such dispositions. 

In the case of Germany which is quite typic:al of other 

continent al European powers that have placed c·oa st fort i fic:P.t ions 

under Navy control* her land frontiers are common with those of 

s everal other powers and far more extensive and more immediately 

vit a l to her than is her sea frontier. Germany's a rmy is her 

main reliance ·and its effort must be exerted on or beyond her 

land frontiers. It is her principal of f ensive a rm, and in order 

to free it so that it may act in its maximum strength -v.r ithout 

delay it seems perfectly natural that she should have turned over 

the coast defenses to Navy control. 

With England it is different. The principal offensj_ve 

arm of English power is her Navy, and that is freed froM any 

direct control of coast fortifications, which in Great Britain 

a re under the control of the Royal Artillery. 

In our country 11 li:.:(w ise, the Navy is the main offensive 

arm, Wh atever its mission may become, its operations must be 
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offensive. It should never be tied down to local defense so 

long as it has power to act offensively. 

This offensive spirit of the Navy would s·urely, in the end , 

become vitiated if a large portion of its organization were 

assigned the role of relatively passive local defense • • 

It is true that the operations of coast fortifications will 

be likely to be exclusively against forces afloat, and that as 

at present organized they perhaps lack knowledge of the technique 

of operations of such forces, They could be schooled in that 

as well as in anything else, and it would seem to be a much more 

rational thing to do to cover this deficiency by assigning compe

tent naval officers to the Staffs of the Commanders of the Coast 

Fortifications for the purpose of technical advice and instruc-

tion, than it woul~ ba ~o turn over the whole establishment of 

the Coast Artillery Corps to the Navy. 

The transfer of the Coast defenses and personnel thereof 

to the Navy Department will secure better cooperation of forces 

of the Navy and coast fortifications but the gain that will re

sult from such transfer will be small in comparison with the 

loss due to rupture of the existing close relations between the 

Coast Artillery forces and those of the mobile army. 

With efficient personnel manning well placed and well designed 

coast defenses the danger of serious direct attack is remo~e. 

Without land defenses to protect the rear of our fortified places 

the danger of attack from that direction amounts to a fr 5cctical 

certainty. Landings upon undefended beaches for attack and captu_re 

of fortified harbors can be pr~vented only by mobile forces acting 

in the closest harmony and cooperation with the coast defense 

troops at the points threatened. The problem thus presented is 

extremely i mportant if not the most i mp ortant that may arise in 

defense against invasion, and is so serious as to demand i mmediate 

and thorough treatment. 
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The proposed transfer would remove the present fixed and 

well defined dividing line between military and naval adminis

tration and authority, which is the Coast line, and substitute 

,, therefor a dividing line that could not be defined and the 

' -

-
' 

locatiori of which would depend upon circumstances. The 
l 

difficult problems of Llilitary and naval cooperation would 

therefore become more involved than at present. 

Simplicity and sound military doctrine and procedure 

require that all of the land forces employed in defending 

the Coast line be controlled. and directed by one authority and 

that should be the Army. 

The functions of Coast fortification and all other elements 

of Coast Defense at present ,lnder the control of the Coast 

Artillery Corps are so intimately concerned with the broad 

question of Coast Defense in its general sense, wherein the 

Navy plays so important a part, that in the interest of proper 

cooperation in national defense, it is imperative that all 

questions concerning the location and characteristics of coast 

fortifications should be determined and decided upon after 

joint consultation of a Board of Army and Navy officers. 

In the ideal organization such decision would be a func

tion of a Great General Staff composed of officers of both 

services. 

4~ General Prirtciples Gov arning Cooperation of Land anl Sea Forces. 

Cooperation may be defined as having two general character

istics -- strategic and tactical. 

Strategical cooperation between land and sea forces is con

tinuous and should never cease; whereas tactical cooperation 

is possible only temporarily and plays its part in local coast 

operations. 

A fleet, for exnmple, which pursues its own ends solely, 

which only fights a duel with hostile ships in which both 

parties may perhaps meet with annihilation, or which, without 
I 
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regard to the general plan of war, turns its activity against 

hostile ports, or considers its sole mission the injnry of 

hostile commerce, rriay A.ocomplish results useful in themselves 

inasmuch as they harm the adversary, but if such operations 

are not directly in furtherance of the general plan, not co

operative, in other words, they become more or less haphazard 

and eccentric and fail of obtaining the maximum military result 

for the expenditure of force. 

In most cases what would control cooperation of military 

and naval forces would be the mission assigned by higher authori

ty -- ~ccording to the ideal, through the medium of the Great 

General Staff, 

Direct cooperation of military and navnl forces is ex

ceptional bec ause , generally speaking, each body is confined to 

its own element. That does not mean that joint operations are 

exceptional but it does mean that unity of tactic al command 

is impractic able except in cases of restricted local d0fense, 

It would be a serious mistake to issue detailed orders for 

the fleet from ashore or for forces on shore from the fleet. 

5. Elements of Coast Defense and 

General Principles Governing their Control, 

Coast Defense in its broad sense may be considered as being 

constituted of the following elements. 

1. Mobile Sea Defense -- The Navy. 

2. Mobile Land Defense -- The Army. 

3. Immobile Land Defense -- The J~ rmy -- Coast Artillery .. · 

4 • Immobile Sea Defense -- The Army -- Mines, Channel 
Obstruct ion. etc. 

5. Loc al Mobile Sea Defense -- Naval accessories for 
Local Defense. 

In consideration of Coast Defense in a general sense, the 

Navy is the first line of that defense. Its function is offen -

sive to meet and defeut the enemy before he gains his ob-

jective on the coast. Failing that its mission does not change 
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and should never fall into the category of local defense. 
-

The mission of the Bavy is to gain the command of the sea; 

or if not strong enough to secure command, to dispute the 

command and deny, it to the enemy • 

No consideration of local defense should operate to 

restrict the initiative or the activities of the Navy so long 

as it is possible for naval forces to operate offensively out

side of the range of coast fortifications. 

Land defense, iocal and general, that is, defense on shore 

as distinguished from sea defense, is the Army mission. Therefore 

all that pertains thereto should be under .b.rmy control, 

In defense on shore within the range of coast fortifications 

and field operations the Navy 1 s role is accessory and secondary 

and therefore the responsibility and con@and in such defense 

should not r e side in the Navy but should reside in the Lrmy, 

6. C~operation in Coast Defense (General). 

It is not believed that the fleet should ever take as 

its imme'diate ·mission -- To secure the c-ommand of the sea. That 

may be its main or general mission, in the execution of which 

there would be in any given situation in war some immediate 

mission imposed, That immediate mission might well be --

To prevent a hostile landing on the coast -- and if the effort 

oft.he enemy should becone clearly localized and the fleet has 

a reasonable expectation of success it should take the offen

sive, not because of local defense but in furtherance of its 

general or main mission -- to gc:in command of the sea. 

If we assume the defending fleet to be much weaker than 

the attacking fleet, the mission of the defending fleet should 

be to dispute the command of the sea. In the furtherance of 

that mission the defending fleet should operate on the offen

sive-defensive not for local defense but with a view to its 

l arger mission of denying to the enemy the •command of the sea . 
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It would only be in case the defending fleet was so re

duced in its efforts to deny command of the sea to the enemy 

as to lose entirely the character of an offensive fleet that it 

could be assumed that its mission might become one of local 

defense. 

If the immediate mission should be one to prevent a hostile 

landing on the coast, it is difficult to see how any situation 

could so shape itself as to make it possible to exercise effec

tively unity of command in tactical cooperation of forces ashore 

with those afloat, 

The fleet in the e~ecution of its mission would have to 

take the sea and its operations would most probably be beyond the 

range of any support of land forces, mobile or immobile, and 

no rules could possibly be iaid down to govern cooperation in 

such a situation, except the general rule of confining operat~ons 

within the frame of & joint plan. 

If the defending fleet is so weak or so reduced incident 

to contact with the attacking fleet seeking to establish 

command of the sea and is forced "into a defended. harbor, then 

the only rule to govern cooperation· of the land and sea forces 

would be one that should impose joint council on the part of 

the Army and Navy commanders. 

The Commander of the naval forces so oircumstanceQ wou1d 
I 

preserve his individual authority and command so long as his 

forces are able to act on the offensive beyond the areas covered 

by the coast fortifications. When such action is no lonr,er 

poss ible or profitable the naval forces must act in dir )ct 

tactical cooperation with the land forces and under the rules 

that follow go~erning cooperation in Local Co ~s~ Defense . 

?. Cooper~tion in Local Coast Defense and Rules 

that should Govern such Cooperation. 

The following general rules are presented to govern co-
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operation in war of land and sea forces in purely local coast 

defense. 

The naval accessories to the defense should be controlled 

by the senior naval officer in command in accordance with plans 

jointly considered by the Army and Navy Commanders. 

So far as present Naval Districts and Coast Defense 

Commands are concerned, the administration and command should 

continue as at present in times of peace; but there should be 

closer relations established between the ~aval Comr.1andant of a 

District and the Liilitary Commanders of the Coast Defense Com

mands that may be embraced wi ttin that Naval District. 

This relationship should be established by the assignment 

to the Staff of the I1Iilitary Commander of a naval officer whose 

duty it will be to advise the Military Commander, and to be the 

medium of cooperation between the Haval and Military 9ommanders 

in the use of naval accessories to the defense. 

The assistance to be expected from the Navy in local de

fense can never be more than that which can be contributed by 

vessels no longer fit for operating at large with the fleet, 

by auxiliaries, and by vessels especially designed to assist in 

local d@fense. 

This assistance will consist mainly in the service of 

information, covered by sea· craft (scouts) and in tactical 

offensive operations by s~ch vessels assigned to local defense 

as are capable of being used in a local offensive. 

The IJavyrs function therefore in respect to local coast 

defense can be no more than contributory and secondary, 

If it is not a · question of local defense, and the fleet 

is simply based within a fortified area for the furtherance of 

an offensive against an enemy at sea, tactical cooperation is 

not imposed and the fleet maintains its independent command and 

control. 
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It is reasonable to expect and probable th~t resistance to 

c any operations of major importance by an enemy directed towards 

a region of our coast, assuming our fleet £0 be absent for any 

" reason, will be controlled direct from headquarters the Navy 

Department and, War Department cooperating. 

The Navy D~partment would issue the necessary orders to 

the forces under its control for o ff~shore op er at ions and the 

War Department would issue its orders to the forces under its 

control for in-shore operations. 

Should off-shore operations be no longer possible or 

profitable and mi.val operations in consequence become so 

restricted that they could be employed only in close tactical 

operations with the fixed defenses of the locality within the 

range of tho Coast Fortifications, the cooperation would then 

become so intimate thQt it could not be successfully controlled 

by more than one Department and that one should be the War· 

Department. 

If tho enemy operation be a minor affair or if the situa

tion be such that the land and naval forces in the region 

threatened had full power and initiative without direction 

from central authority, the same principle should govern and we 

would arrive at the rule which follows ~-

In local coast defense the responsibility, commr.nd and 

authority for the operation of naval units assigned to assist in 

local defense must rest with the Naval Commander in full cooper

a.t ion with the l\~ilitary Commander, until such time as those units 

are driven in and have lost their power to act offensively 

beJrond the range of the coast fortifications, 

When the tactical field has become so narrowed that the 

Navy 1 s operations are confined to a radius within the ~reas 

covered by the shore fortifications the tactical control of 

all the elements of the defense, naval as well as fixed must then 

pass dofinitely into the hands and under the orders of the J\lili-
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~ary commander; but the Naval Commander shall retain the right 

of vetoing any operations of the Naval fo~cas ordered by the 

Army Commander, that in his judgment are te~hnically i mpracti

cable. The Naval Commander shall, however, be held r esponsible 

for the exe~cise of this right. 

In general terms so long as a naval force is not tied dovm 

to a passive local defense, it is perfactly free to act inde-
. . 

pendently within the scope of a plan jointly considered by the 

Naval and lhli t ary Commanders. If it is tied down to passive 

local defense, unity of command is i r:1posed and must be exercised 

by the military commander, with a veto power remaining with the 

Naval Commander over operations of the naval forces that in his 

judgment are technically impracticable, 

All immobile sea defense, such as mine fields covered by 

Q shore defenses, harbor obstructions, etc., should be under the 

control of the ~rmy, just as ere all other features of the fixea 

defense. 

Frictions and misunderstandings may arise in any case of 

joint operations, but if the responsibility and authority are 

definitely fixed, friction should disappear. If it does 

nevertheless exist, then the only r emedy is a change in the 

personnel of command. 

8. Combined Over-sea Operations. 

In combined over-sea operations the general principle that 

should govern the relations between naval and military commander6 

should be covered by a rule that the authority and responsibility· 

of the Naval Commander in all matters affecting the safety of the 

transport&, as well as their course, speed and disposition, shoul6 

be paramount from the time the transports carrying the troops 

and war material ar,e loaded until the time when the troops are 

landed. 

In any large expedition, the combined force should leave 
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with instrhctions as to destination decided. upon by higher 

authority in furtherance · of a plan of action fully determined 

upon. 

Whether or not there may be any discretion vested in the 

military commander of the expedition. no instructions should be 

issued that would in any degree impair the exercise . of the 

initiative of the naval commander of the expedition, in reg~rd 

to meeting emergencies of which he shall be the sole judge~ 

If the control of the sea is not absolute, but is to any 

degree in dispute, the mission assigned to a naval commander · 

to conduct an expedition across the sea to any definite point 

would be almost sure to suffer modification incident to enemy 

operations against his force, the nature and strength of which 

it will be impossible to forecast or to foresee. 

He should therefore have full liberty to exercise his judg

ment in meeting situations that arise and his initiative should 

in no wise be impaired. 

This responsibility and authority should reside in the 

Naval Commander alone, whether the movement be one of a large 

military force under convoy of a naval force or a large naval 

force with smaller troop detachments. 

The military commander should be in a position to confer 

freely with the naval commander and should if 'practicable sail 

on the flagship of the Naval Commander. 

When the location is reached where the landing is to be 

made, the question of the exact point of disembarkation should 

be determined after a joint conference of the naval and military 

commanders. The decision as to the point where the l a nding is 

t ·o be made rests w:i th the military c·ommander; after co nsulting 

with the naval commander with regard to the hydrographio and 

meteorological co nditions at the point selected, 

After the l anding has been eff ected in accordance with the 

order of landing that must be :prescribed by the Army comE1ander, 
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each force is operating in its own element and the only rule in 

regard to cooperation is one that has in view the success of 

the plan and it would be fatal to trust to any scheme of 

operation or effort at unity of command that would tend to re-
.. 

~ strict the initiative of either the land or the sea forces. 

The danger of friction is naturally greater where joint 
1 

tactical operations are imposed thnn where strategical coop

eration is sought-. This points to the necessity of exercising 

special care in the selection of !he proper persons who are to 

be the me&iums of effective cooperation. A combination of 

ability, knowledge and tact should be the characteristics sought 

for in the respective commands. 

General von Jansen in his treatise on strategical and tact

ico.l cooperation of the A.rmy and Navy says -- n1i.n intelligent 

and thoroughly traine·a naval officer will know that the degree 

of his infantry training does not enable him to lead an attcck 

on land and vice yersa an army officer will know that he should 

leave the dispositions co_ncerning landing boats to the Navy, 

and still more, that it is not for him to issue orders as to how 

ships are to cooperate in a battle on shore. 11 

Further he states what seems to be a truism in respect to 

the whole subject of cooperation. 

"Every possible combination cannot be foreseen, and still 

less can rules be laid down therefor. The main point is for 
\ 

both fact ors of national defense ever to strive towards mutual 

support and for the Commander-in-chief and commanders of divi-

sions to lend themselves resolutely to cooperation without fear 

of responsibility." and further, 

11All r.mst moreover be thoroughly convinced that any feeling 

of jealousy in such a position is not only foolish but contrary 

to duty and that the army and navy have no separate objects, 

but only the one joint mission ot defeating the enemy, no 

matter where or by whom the final decision is brought about." 
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The follmving changes in regulations governing n<;.val conyoy 

of military expeditions should be made: 

Article 3821, U.S.Navy Regulations and Paragraph 121 (1) 

,." Field Service Regulations U .s.A. 1914 -- Add the following 

paragraph:-

"No vessel shall be purchased or chartered as an auxiliary 

or transport for the Army until it shall have been inspected 

and favorably passed upon by a joint . board of Army and Navy 

Officers." 

Article 3822, U.S.Navy Regulations and Paragraph 121 (2) 

Field Service Regulations U.S.A. 1914, seem to be entirely 

unnecessary and should be eliminated . 

li..rticle 3826, U.S.Navy Regulations, Pnr:::· gre.ph 1, :.nJ. 

Pnr C'.[~rt•ph 121 ( o} ( 1l} · li1ield Service Regul~t ions u. S .,/\. . 1914, 

Change to read as follows: 

11The orders as to the destination of convoy and time of 

sailing shall be issued by the Vvar Department, after c?nsu1-

tation with the Navy Department, to the Army Commander. 

11 The Navy Department shall issue identical orders to the 

Naval convoy commander. 

"The naval convoy commander shall be responsible for the 

safety of the convoy and shall have complete authority to con

trol its movements. Should interference by enemy forces afloQt 

make it impraoticable for him to escort the transports to the 

destination ordered, he shall so inform the Army commander. 

Should it be impracticable to communicate with higher authority 

the Army Commander may then decide upon another destination 

and this decision shall be accepted by the naval convoy com

mander unless or until the naval situation in his judgment 

renders it impractic able. 

11 Should, during the voyage, the Army Commander desire for 

military reasons to change the destination of the expedition 

and should it not be practicable to comrmnicate with higher 
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authority he shall have the authority to dosignate a new 

destination provided that the naval situation makes such a 

change practicable. Of this pr act icabili ty the naval commander 

shall be the judge." 

Article 3828, U.S.Navy Regulations and Paragraph 121 (8) 

Field Service Regulations U.S.A. 1914 -- change to read as 

follows: 

"The place, the time of landing, and the order of landing 

shall be decided upon by the Army Commander after consultation 

with the Navy Commander with regard to the hydrographic and 

meteorological conditions. 
1'The Lrmy Commander shall consult with the Naval Commander 

as to Naval assistance, such as the covering and protection 

of the landing by tho guns of the ships, and the use of naval 

boats. This assistance the Naval Commander sh -..-ll render 

to the utmost extent practicable and with the sole object in 

viev: of assisting to the utmost the plan of campa-ign of the ' 

Army Commander. 

'' 'Aft or the order of landing is me,da known to him, tho naval 

commander in accordance therewith shall control the placing 

of the transports and supply vessels for disembarking the 

troops, animals , munitions and stores and will control the 

loading and unloading of boats and have control over such area 

of the beach as may bo necessary for the proper execution of the 

above. The naval commander shQll also control the withdrawal 

of t rarisports when discharged to the harbor and anchorage 

selected, In case of re-embarkation under naval convoy the 

s~me general proce~lure shell govern . 11 
· 

It is further recommended that the fbllowing Article 

be added to the Regulations governing Combined Over-Sea 

Operations:-
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"In case the expedition is a naval expedition accompanied 

~ by military forces designed to seize and hold a base for the use 

of the fleet, the enti.re authority, responsibility and command 

in all matters affecting the expedition shall be exclusively 

vested in the Naval Commander." 

In such a case the interests of the naval service are so 

P!edominant that the Naval Commander should have pO\>;'er to 

decid~ all matters rel~tive to destination, time and place of 

landing according to the · circumst ances in \7hich h e; finds him

self. 

(5/27/16.) 

Captain C.S.Willin:m, U.S.Navy, 

Colonel J.W.Ruckman , U.S.Army, 

Comdr. C.T.Vogelgesang, us • ,Novy. 

.. 



MINORITY REPORT. 

The undersigned member of the board concurs in the fore

going cor.cl~sions except in reference to the control of the 
' 

coast fortifications and the manner of their coordination v:ith 

other branches of the Nationrs fighting forces in which con

clusions h
1

e does not concur and for which he offers the follow-

ing conclusions and reasons therefor: 

There should be unity of command to the maximum extent 

consistent with the nature of the employment. 

In examining the nature of the dutie~ involved in coast 

defense it appears: 

(1) That ~ fleet would probably be employed to deny the 

invader freedom of sea. communications and thus prevent his 

reaching our coasts. 

(2) That coast fortifications and their armament would be 

employed to deny the enemyrs sea operations within the radii of 

such armaments if the fleet fails to sufficiently control the 

enemyts sea communic:ations. 

(3) That all territory between coast fortifications must 

be def anded by the mobile army, 

(See Maj. W.G.Haan, C.A.C,, in Journal of U.S.Art., 

September~october, 1908, p.148.) 

(4) That the coast fortification personnel and said mobile 

army forces are necessarily independent of each other because 

the former "is essentia~_ly a stationary defensive force", and 

the latter "while temporarily assigned to defensive operations 

is essentially a mobile force, Hnd ••.••.• expected to take 

the offensive whenever practicable. It must make an active 

or mobile defense, not a passive or stationary one as must 

necessarily be that of the personnel for coast forts whose 

main armament is stationary and must be constantly manner." 

(See Haan, id., p.148.) 
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(5) Thnt the personnel for coast fortifications theoretically 

is sub-divided into: 

(a) Coast crtillery proper, 0~pJoying fixed defenses; 

(b) Co2-st ::'.rti:_~i_e-ry S"1;_p-9cri.:~ ,.. eLrployiilg n small force 
of mo bi lo tro ci1s with fieJ_u gems, machine guns, 
land mines, a~d other characteristically land

wc.rfaro woRpons. 

(See H~sn, id., p.148.) 

(6) That Coast Artillery Supports should be unuAr the 

command of the Co8.st Artillery comr;lander sine:e they attend. to 

the imuediate local defense of forts; they 2re (in contradis

tinction to the mobile army} tied to the forts ~nd their role 

is passive. While the Supports attend to the local defense, 

the Coast Artillery proper looks to the sea defense. 

(7) That the Coust Artillery guns so employed can be -

aided greatly by certain maritime weapons employed locally, 

without which latter 1'7eo.p ons the Coast Artillery could not 

be employed certainly or efficiently. These weapons include: 

(a) Torped o boats to operate, s2y, against craft 
attempting to t a~per with the mine field, 

'(b) Hine layers to lay and ms.intain mine fields; 

(c) Submarine boats; 

(d) Pt:.trol boo.ts for rcconm:.issance; 

(o) Hydro~eroplBnes. 

(8) That co2st fortifio~tion establishments compleoent 

the defense of nav~l st2tions. 

Confronted with these premises it appears established that: 

(1) There is u decided line of deoarkation between mobile 

army forces and coQst fortification establishments, and insis-

tence that there shall be independence of commo..nd bet'necn the 

two, 

(2) The immediate local defense of coast fortifications 

has no greater need of a land defense than has a navy yard. 
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(3) The enemy against which coast fortifications would 

defend is entirely a naval force. In order to intelligently 

fight an enemy, it is universally taught as a fundameLtal 

principle, there must be knowledge of tho Gnemy 1 s capabilities 

and limitations and of what he may do. In other words the 

adversary of a fle et must be able to accurately estimate that 

fleetts capabilities for action: the nature of its possible 

battle formations, the manner in which it may change fornatio3:1s, 

the length of time such change will cover, tactical diaoetcrs, 

speeds, all the methods in which a fleet m,ay employ i·bs v2rious 

wen.pons, and, therefore, an i ntimate knO'\~: ledge of all such 

weapons; in fa.ct . the adversary who does not know \7hat his 

opponent_ may do is in a bad position to meet an attack. 

(4) The weapons employed and the methods of serving them 

are almost exclusively like those of the Navy. 

(5) The fleet ts attempt to deny the enemyts communications 

will continue from day to day from tho time of first contact 

until the enemy has been turned back, or our naval force des

troyed, or our coast so ne arly approached as to establish the 

f act that the enemy will make contact with the coast. The 

role of the coast fortifications, therefore, merges imper

ceptibly into the role of the fleet, so that it cannot be 

foreseen when the one will begin and tho other end, or when 

the one will begin with tho need of the closely coordinated 

help of the other. At this point (of the entry into the 

oporat ions of the coast fortifications) there must be uni-t y of 

command, or there will be the strongest likelihood of confusion 

with the result that one part will not know when it may s a fely 

begin ope rat ions, the other part \7hen it may wi thdra.w from 

existing dispositions (by reason of coastal oid) to make new 

arrangements to a id the shore, or the result may very probably 

amount to our own ships · being the targets of our shore bat

teries; etc. 
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(6) On the other hand, there is no such merger cf functions 

of the coast fortifications and the mobile army defending 

between fortified locations. Tho r.'lobi1e s:rny must coneentrate 

.. upon undefended strrt·'Jgic points; it merely takes cognizance 

of the existence of tho fortified points, but is not in the 

slightest degree interested in how the fortification personnel 

is operating. The coast fortifications and mobile army will 

scarcely neod inter-communication, as far as their respective 

operations are concerned, In fact, the mobile army will te 

much more nearly allied to the active fleet and its communica

tions there~ith s~ould be direct. For example: if the fleet 

develops the enemy e.s making course to the ;r1orthvrnrd.., say, 

inc1ic2.ting Salem as its objective, the mobile 2.rmy niust be 

quickly informed so that it can prepare to conoentr~:to tovmrd 

Salam; but this now information would not in the least ch~nge 

the dispositions of tho coast fortific~tion personnel around 

New York. Tho mobile a:rmy commanders '.vould hc.':-o no occasion 

to confer with tho commanders of coast fortifications, so 

far as the lc.nd defonso is concerned. But all this tiDe 

there would be the liveliest community of interest between coast 

fortifications and the fleet and their operations would be most 

intimately complem.ento.ry (if undor unit;:l of command). 

(7) Since tho duties of coast fortification personnel 2,re 

so much more ne~rly like those .of the navy, th~n those of the 

mobile c.rmy, the education for such emplo:y1nonts should_ be 

allied from tho beginning to tho end. 

{8) A v0ry striking consid.ero.tion that 0mphasizes the 

obligc.tion of unity of cor.omand is tho f,~e.ture of the quick 

decision that will bo called for, probably, at the point of 

merger of tho various elements of co2stal operations. As the 

invader suddenly appours off tho coast, there will be no time 

for a conforcmce between tho floot zmd shore commanders, but 
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someone must havo authority to flash an ordor to all the 

elements that will be engaged in the _ battle that wi11 begin 

within a few minutes, 

(9) The importance of this unity of com~and as to coast 

defense may be more obvious to some in constr~cting plans for 

the defense o~ such bases as Oahu, Guam, Corregidor, and 

Culebra. Each base exists as a most intimate part of n~val 

strategy and naval only; the success of that strategy depends 

upon denying the shores of the isl2nd base to the eno~y; it 

is entirely a naval proposition; th~ mission of the defense 

should be: nTo deny the shore line 11 , A subsidiary mission 

may be assigned to the mobile arDy to throw the onemy off 

the islnnd if he succeeds in getting on, but , th~t is quite 

subordinate to the main mission of the defenders 2nd will never 

come into play if the first line defense is :properly disposed, 

This first line clefense, to be o fficient, must be under unit 

direction, from the drawing of plans yonrs in advance of the 

combat to tho firing of the last gun that discourr..ges the 

enemy. That there should be naval command of so intimate 

an auxiliary qf tho Navy as one of its ioportant ndvanced bases 

is illustrated by the efficiency of the Helgeland and Wilhelrn

shaven defenses which are entirely under the Navy. Helgoland 

is quite analagous to Oahu. Its sole reason for existence 

is to serve the Navy. 

10. It is sometimes arguca. that if the coast fortifications 

were a part of the naval establishment, such union v:ould tie the 

fleet to the coast and destroy its offensive power, It is not 

evident how this result would be p-:coduced; it has not been s c0.id 

that navy yar~s being a part of the naval establishment tie the 

fleet to the coasts and that therefore navy yards should be 

under the army, but if navy yards do have any such t ondency 

it would seem that, at least, tho fleet could be some\, 11.at 
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relieved of responsibilit;y' for the defense of navy yards if 

the latter and coast fortification establishments were bound 

more closely together. ~he mobile army must be mobile and 

ready for the offensive, but it is not said that coast fort i

ficat ions 'being und0r the War Department tie the mobile army 

to them. 

Therefore, the coast fortifications and personnel thereof 

should bo a part of the navel esta·olishment. 

l,ii&jo~r "tf®ffif~. 
Hember. 

(5/29/16.) 
w. 
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MINORITY REPORT. 

Although concurring in much that is set forth in the 

majority report of the ooard, regarding the question of the 

control and administration of the 0o&st rtefenses, the under-

signed dissents from tha opinion and conclusion expressed, that 
• 

the immobile coast defenses should not be transferred under the 

control and administration of the Navy Department. 

I am of the opinion that in order to secure the greatest 

efficiency in coast defense there should be the closest 

coordination bet~een the mobile and the immobile defenses and 

that this efficiency will be attained in the greatest degree 

by unity of direction and command. 

That with the mobile defenses under the control and adminis-

trati on of the Navy Department ancl the immobile defenses under 

the control and administration of the War Department, as at 

present, there is practically no coordination and that it will 

be extremely difficult if not impossible to establish proper 

coordination. 

I therefore believe that a change in the present system 

of d.ual control and ndministration, to a system of single control 

and administration is desirable and necessary and that this 

transfer should be t akon as the primary step in the dire ct ion 

of increased co-opera.ti.on and efficiency. 

I further believe that this change to single control can 

best be effected by the transfer of the control and administration 

of all the immobile coast defenses including its personnel, the 

Coast Artillery Corps, to the Navy Department. By such tr~nsfer 

unity of direction and command will be established in the Depart-

ment Head and may then, with comparative ease, be extended in 

the three branches, tho line of the - Navy, the Marine Corps, and 

the Const Artillery Oorps, as far as proper ob-operation may 

require it .. 
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By this it is not intended that Officers of the Navy will 

come ashore to take command of Coast lrtillery Forts or thnt 

~ Coast Artillery Officers will go aboard our battleships to .. 
operate the guns of turrots and batcc~~ies, Neither will the 

enlisted personnel of ei tiier service be int erohangea ble with 
• 

the other. The services are not to be amalgamated. 

It will moan that another branch or bureau will be added 

to the Navy Dopartmont, i.e. that of the Coast t rt illery Corps, 

but nothing addeo. to the line of the Navy proper. This bureau 

would opercte independently of, but alongside of and in co

operation with the othe:c bur0aus of the Navy Department and 

if desirable this co-operation as well as unity of command 

could be extended to govern the different Commanding Officers 

of Coast Defenses and Officers of the line of the Navy when 

acting together in a defensive area in time of peace as well 

us in time of war. 

This is briefly an outline of a system that I believe 

will probably give the greatest efficiency in sea-coa.0t def onse. 

It is impossible here to give all the arguments in favor of it. 

I admit there r.my be many arguments against it. 1\s I see it, 

there appo~rs n decided preponderance in its favor. A £urther 

discussion in conference however is bound to shed more light 

upon this important subject. 

(5/29/16.) 
w. 

JOHN P. HAINSt 
Lieut,Col., C.A.C. 

Member of Board. 




